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Chapter 10 
Predatory Pricing in the Retail Trade: 

The Waf-Mart Case 

Donald J. Boudreaux 1 

1. Introduction 

In 1987, Wal-Mart began selling pharmaceuticals in Faulkner County, Arkansas. 
Consistent with its overall retai1 strategy, Wal-Mart sought to sell a high volume of 
pharmaceuticals at low lDHtgins. Wal-Mart's explicit policy was to never be 
undersold on a pharmacy item. Although the manager of each local Wal-Mart 
pbB.rmacy had no autlwrity to raise prices above those set at WaI-MJU1.'s 
headquarters, each manager was permitted to lower prices to beat those charged by 
rival retailers eVen if these prices were lowered below the wholesale prices paid by 
Wal -Mart for the individual items it retailed. 

Predictably - in light of antitrust's history of being used by firms to bludgeoA 

their more successful rivals (Bau:mol and Ordover (1985); McChesney and Shughart 

(1995» - WaI-MJU1. was sued in 1991 by three local ph.amuicies for attempting to 

monopolim the market for pharmaceuticals and health and beauty aids in Faulkner 
County. This suit, American Drugs, Inc. v. Wal-Man Stores, Inc. (hereinafter 
'Wal-Mal1 Stores"), was brought in Arkansas state rout! under Arkansas's Unfliir 
Practices Act, a 1937 statute reminiscent of the Robinson-Patman Act. Altlwugh 
WaI-MJU1. lost in a bench trial, it narrowly prevailed on appeal to the Arkansas 
Supreme Court which found that Wal-Mart's pricing practices could not reasonably 
have been intended to destroy rompetition (as is ""luired by the Act). 

http:Uno:uJkorit.ed


Apart from the attention it received in the popular and business press, Wal-Mart 
Stores raises a host of interesting economic and antitrust issues. I explore some of 
these issues below. In particular, I ask what it means to assert that a retailer intends 
to monopolize an appropriately defined retail market through predatory pricing: 
when, if ever, are such attempts sensible? Can a retailer attempting to monopolize 
through a predatory-pricing strategy ever hope to do so by pricing some, though not 
all. of its retail itetnS below invoice cost'? Perhaps most fundamentally, 1 ask 
whether it can make any sense to distinguish predatory from non-predatory costs, as 
is now done with the AreOOa-Tumer test. I also explore the still-largely-unexplored 
question of the incentives of manufacturers or wholesalers to take steps to keep 
retailing competitive. I begin, however, with a fuller acoount of the Wal-Mart 
Stores litigation. 

2. The titigation 

Three local pharmacies in Faulkner County (American Drugs, Balcer Drugs, and 
Mayflower Family Pb.annacy) jointly b'Ued Wal-Mart under an ArIo1nsas statute 
designed to prohibit predatory pricing. Because plaintiffs sought, in addition to 
dama~es, to enjoin Wal-Mart's pricing practices, the case was removed to chancery 
court. 

Wal-Mart was accused of violating the statute in two distinct ways. The first 
was a straightforward predatory-pricing allegation based On the AreOOa-Turner 
(1975) test: the plaintiffs accused Wal-Mart of attempting to monopolize the 
Faulkner County retail market for pharntaceuticals aod health and beauty aids 
through its policy of retailing a handful of its pharntaceutical items at prices below 
the invoice costs Wal-Mart paid for these itetnS. Plaintiffs' expert ecooomist 
testified that the invoice cost of any pharmaceutical item is less thsn the average 
variable cost (AVe) of selling this item. It follows that Wal-Mart's below-invoice 
prices on a handful of items were also below Ave. Moreover, this expert 
economist argued that failure to maximize profits on any aingle product violates the 
Areeda-Turner test and is, thereby, evidence of predatory intent. Under this logic, 
the fact that below-invoice prices on pharntaceuticals items might increase Wal
Mart's profits on other items is irrelevant for a predatory-pricing inquiry.3 

Second, Wal-Mart was accused of trapping gullible consumers wbo, lured onto 
Wal-Mart's premises by the promise of exceptionally law prices on select items, 
would also purchase items with exceptionally high retail mark ups. The plaintiff's 
pleadings against Wal-Mart lumped the second allegation in with the first; it is as if 
the plaintiffs and their attorneys saw no difference between the two allegations. I 
do not here address the allegation of 'Iow-price luring' because it i. not really an 
allegation of predation, and the trial decision as well as the appellate opinion turned 
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eXClusively on the plausibility of the claim that Wal-Mart attempted to monopolize 
the relevant market through predatory-pricing practices. 

In partiCUlar, Wal-Mart allegedly violated the following statutory provision: 

It shall be unlawful for any •.. corporation ..• engaged in business 
within this state, to sell, offer for sale, or advertise for sale lilly article or 
product . • • at less than cost thereof to the vendor . • . for the purpose 
of injuring competitors aod destroying competition. 4 

Thus, a successful plaintiff must prove three separate facts: (1) that the defendant 
priced (or offered to sell) a llood 'at less than cost tu' the defendant; (2) that such 
below-cost pricing was done for the purpose of injuring competitors, and (3) that 
such below-cost pricing was done for the purpose of destroying competition. 

The plaintiffs presented undJsputed evidence that Wal-Mart occa.sionaJly priced 
individnal pha.rmaceutic,oJ items beloW these items' iovoice costs. Indeed, Wal-Mart 
admitted this much. Wal-Mart, however, dmied that its practice of pricing a 
bendful of itetnS below invoice amouoted to unlawful belaw-cost sales. Wal-Mart 
insisted that the televant product is not any individoal item; rather. the relevant 
product is a market basket of PharmJlceuticals. Because there was no allegation that 
Wal-Mart ever sold any bundle of pharmaceuticals at an aggregate price belaw cost • 
- in fact, the Faulkner County Wal-Mart's pha.rmacy was continually profitable 
during the entire period of the alleged predation - if the relevant product was 
defined as a market-basket of pharmaceuticals, then Wal-Mart would win the case 
outright. 

The trial court, however, accepted the plaintiffs' argument that the statole Was 
aimed at below-cost pricing of individoal itetnS and could not sensibly be inletpreted 
to mean 'below-cost pricing of a market basket of goods.' I later discuss this issue 
in more depth. 

The trial court then, having concluded that Wal-Mart did indeed price below 

cost, asked wbether or not such pricing Was intended to injure competitors and 

destroy competition. Recognizing that direct evidence of Ii firm's intent is virtually 

nonexistent, the trial court understandably sought to decipher intent by examining tru. 

facts aod circumstances surrounding Wal-Mart's cba1lenged pricing ptactices. 


The court listed six circumstances that in combination strongly suggested to it 
that Wal-Mart's below-cost pricing was meant to harm competitors aod destroy 
competition. These six circumstances are: 

• The number and frequency of below-cost sales. 
• The extent of below-cost sales. 

• Wal-Mart'. stated pricing policy - 'meet or beat the competition without 
regard to oost•• 

• Wal-Mart's stated purpose of below-cost sales - to attract Ii disproportionate 
number of customers to Wal-Mart. 5 
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• The in-store price comparison of products sold by competitors, including 
plaintiffs. 

• The disparity in prices between Faulkner County prices of the relevant 
product-lines and other msikets with more or less competition. 

With no additiODll! comment, the trial court concluded that the combination of 
these six circumstances proved that Wal-Mart priced with the requisite predatory 
intent. Therefore, Wal-Mart was ordered to stop charging below-invoice prices for 
its plw.tma<:euticals, as well as to pay treble damage<! (of $289,407) to the three plaintiffs. 

Wal-Mart appealed. In January 1995, the Arkansas Supreme Court voted 4 to 
63 to reverse the trial court and dismiss the case. The bigb court ruled that these 

six circumstances provided inadequate grounds for the trial-court's inference of the 
requisite predatory intent. First, the high court was dissatisfied with the failure of 
the lower court to quantify the frequency, extent, and duration of Wal-Mart's below
cost sales. 7 Secondly, the higb court implicitly criticized the trialjudge" failure 
to weigb alternative interpretations of Wal-Mart's pricing practices against the anti
competitive bypothesis advanced by the plaintiffs. The high court ruled that, because 
Wal-Mart regularly varied the few items it sold below invoice, its pricing practice 
was more plausibly one of loss-leading designed to attract greater traffic into the 
store. Greater customer traffic increases present profits, and so is not appropriately 
descn'bed as predatory; "the chancery court erred in inferring a purpose to destroy 
competition from a loss-leader strategy. ,8 The court proceeded to point out that, 
uuder the lower-court's logic, loss-leading would become prima facie evidence of 
predatory intent; loss-leading would thus become illegal, "and we are not willing to 
invalidate, and indeed render illegal, the technique of using lo....leader products or 
services without a clear directive from the General Assembly that that is now the 
public policy of the State of Arkansas. ,9 

The higb court also fouud no necessary implication of intent to destroy 
competition from Wal-Mart's in·store price comparisons, nOr from the disparity 
between the prices charged by the Faulkner County store and those charged by WaI
Mart stores elsewhere in Arkansas. 'There is certainly nO fault in comparative 
pricing. On the contrary, that tactic appears to foster and encourage competition. 
••• Nor is the fact thet Wal-Mart stores in other localities varied the prices of their 
products in response to local competition sufficient to trove that Conway Wal-Mart 
intended to destroy competition in Faulkner County.' 0 

In shorl, a bare I!Illjority of Arkansas's Supreme Court understood that evidence 
of below-invoice pricing, even combined with local variations in prices, bas a 
plausible pro-competitive explanation. As such, any inference of predatory intent 
from these facts alone is invalid. 

The high court discussed three additional reasons wbyan inference ofpredatory 
intent is inappropriate in this case. The first is that the plaintiffs "all continued into 
1993 making a profit.·ll Although it is not necessary that an alleged predator 
actually destroy a rival in order to violate the statute - below-rost pri= combined 
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with predatory intent is sufficient- failure to destroy a rival is nevertheless evidence 
against an allegation of predatory intent. Presul!lllbly, a fum with pockets as deep 
as Wal-Mart could well have crushed eacb of the plaintiffs bad it been so inclined. 

Second, the market was served by several other pharmacies in addition to Wat
Mart and the plaintiffs.12 Many of these other pharmacies were national retsilers. 
Recouping its predatory expenses would bave required that Wal-Mart cbaq:e 
monopoly prices after rivals bad been destroyed. Ability to Cbarge monopoly prices, 
bowever, required either that Wal-Mart successfully prey on all of its rivals _ 
including nations! mail-order houses - or that WaJ-Mart successfully conspire to 
cartelize the market with those rivals against whom it did not prey. No aIlegationa 
were I!Illde of either of these additions! tactics. The lesson bere is that aIlegatiDDB 
of predation against only a subset of rivals should be sufficient grounds for dismissal 
if the statute requires that the plaintiff prove an intent by the defendant to destroy 
competition. 

Third, the Arkansas Supreme Court took explicit notice of the statute', 
depression-era origins. As the ""urt pointed out, the legislature declared the statute 
to be "an emergency measure' aimed at avoidin! bankruptcies whicb would 
'increas[e] the prevailing condition of depression. ,I Regardless of the prudential 
merits of assisting macroeconomic recovery througb legislation aimed at stemming 
below-cost pricing, the court wisely ruled that this statute should not generally be 
available for use by plaintiffs dismayed by rivals' loss-leading policies. Arkansas'. 
high court implicitly recognized what the United States Supreme Court explicitly 
spelled out nearly a decade earlier in the Matsushita decision: 'cutting price in ord« 
to increase business is often the very essence of competition. Thus, mistaken 
inferences in [predatory-pricing cases] are especially costf' because they chil1 the 
very conduct the antitrust laws are designed to protect. ,I 

3. Broader Economic Issues 

Stepping back from the details of the Wal-Man Stores ruling, it is interesting to 
investigate more generally some of the economic iSb1JeS raised by this litigation. I 
focus on four. Fint, is predation possible when a firm Cbarges prices below costs 
on only a handful of items that it and its rivals sell? Second, uuder what conditiOl1ll 
will manufacturers wbo distribute through a suspected predator take steps to police 
against this downstream predation? Third, does monopolization at one stage of 
production necessarily harm finns upstream or downstream from the monopolist if 
bargaining between the upstream and downstream monopolists is possible? In a 
recent article, Hove.nkamp (1991) argnes that it does not. I argne below the 
contrary. Fourth and most fundamentally, does it make sense to distinguish 
predatory from non-predstory prices on the basis of costs? 
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3.1 Single Good or Market Basket? 

The trial court in Wal·Mart Stores rejected Wal-Mart's argument that below-invoice 
pricing of a handful of items does not lUIlDunt to below-cost pricing of the kind the 
statute aims to prohibit. Claiming to read the statote according to its plain mesning, 
the trial court noted that "the Act' applies to 'any article or product' and not 
'market basket' or 'overall product line' cost. ,IS While it is lnle that the statute 
prohibits below-cost pricing of 'any article or product,' the trial-court's .reasoning 
begs the question of how to define 'article' or 'product.' The statute itself does not 
define these terms. Although it may appesr superficially that the words 'any article 
or product' means, literally, any individual article or product, well-accepted 
priociples of statutory construction require that words be interpreted in accordance 
with the overall intention of the statute.16 The statute claims tu promote 
competition. It follows, then, that the interpretation of 'any article or product' 
should accord with the statute's pro-competition purpose. 17 

So, it is appropriate to ask which interpretation best promotes the statute's pm
competitive goal: the trial-court's literal 'individual item' interpretation, or Wal
Mart's 'market basket' interpretation. If it is possible to monopolize a market by 
pricing a handful of items below cost, then the court's literal interpretation is 
justified. But because success at predetion is impossible UDless the predator's below
cost prices threaten rivals' existence -- otherwise competition persists - below-cost 
pricing of a mere handful of all items comprising the relevant product market is 
unlikely to promote monopolization. Hence, the proper interpretation of the statute 
in this case requires that the relevant items be defined as a 'market basket' of all 
pharmac<mtical. - a market basket which, ifpriced below cost, threatens competition i 

~:j 
in the retail phafllUlCy market. f. 

If the product market is appropriately defined as a basket consisting of, say, 
analgesics, antihistamines, and decongestants, then below-cost pricing OCClUli only 
if the combined revenues received from the sales of these three products fall short 
of the contbined costs to the retailer of these products. If this revenue exceeds the 
cost, then the retailer's pricing policy does not threaten the existence of equally 
efficient rivals. This conclusion holds even ifone or two of these three products is 
prieed below invoice cost. As long as the seller's combined revenues on sales of 
these three products exceed its combined costs of selling these products, all equally 
efficient rivals can mimic the seller's pricing scheme and avoid los .... 

Of course, the foregoing discussion presumes the product market to be 
appropriately defined. It may be, say, that decongestants really constitute a market 
of their own. If so, it is irrelevant if the combined revenues on sales of analgesics, 
antihistamines, and decongestsnts exceed the combined costs of these three products, 
If a firm prices dscongestants below cost. such pricing (were it a real threat to 
competition among sellers of decongestants) would thresten to monopolize an 
appropriately defined market. But once the product market is appropriately defined, 
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predstion requires that the entire bundle of products comprising the ma:rk:et so 
defined be sold at prices that generste revenues below cost. Otherwise, equally 
efficient sellers of this product are not thIestened with bankruptcy by the alleged 
predstor's pricing behavior. Therefore, in Wal-Mart Stores, because all parties 
agreed that the relevant product market was ·pharmaceutical. and health and beauty 
aids,' the court misused the Areeds-Tumer test to erroneously fiod that Wal·Mart'. 
prices violated the statutory prohibition of below-cost pricing. 

3.2 Manufacturers' Incentives to Keep Retailing Competitive 

It has long been Wlderstood that monopolization of two or more stages of production 
of any good reduces the total """,unt of monopoly profits earned by the 'successive 
monopolists. ,18 That is, if only one stage of production is monopolizlld. all 
others being competitive, the size of the resulting monopoly profits at that one stage 
will be llitger than the sum of the monopoly profits earned by two or more 
monopolists within a single vertical chain. It follows that a monopolist at one stage 
of production has an interest in avoiding monopolies at other stages of production. 
Every firm, monopolist or competitur, prefers to p=hase its inputa from 
competitive suppliers rather than from monopolists; likewise, every supplier prefers 
to sell its outputs to co~tive flmlS rather than to monopolists (who mayor may 
not be monopsonists).1 The reason is straightforward: downstream monopolists 
restrict output below levels that would prevail uoder downstresm competition. Thus, 
demands for the outputs of upstream firms is lower than otherwise. And note that 
this is true regardless of whether the upstream stage is monopolized or competitive. 
All upstream firms suffer if there is downstream monopoliution. 

Thus, any manufacturer will take steps to ensure that the retail sectur remainll 
competitive if the benefits to the manufacturer exceed the manufacturer's costs of 
taking these steps.20 As a practical matter, the likelibood that such steps will be 
worthwhile i. positively correlated with the extent of monopoly power enjoyed by 
the manufacturer. A monopolist producing 'tiiPirio is more likely to police against 
downstream monopolization of pharmacies than i. an aspirio maker who is one of 
hundreds of such producers. Even more generally, whether or not such policing 
occurs depends on how many manufacturers of retailed products stand to share in 
the benefits of policing. 

Practically, what steps might an upstream monopolist take to help ensure that 
retailing remains competitive? If we put aside antitrust-law's artificial restrictions 
on manufacturers' ability to contract with retailers,21 one possible manufacturer 
response comes immediately to mind, ns.mely, minimum resale price maintena:nce 
(RPM). If a manufacturer suspects a retailer of attempting to monopoli2e the retail 
market through predetorially low prices (and if the manufacturer believes that the 
predatory retailer has a substantial chance of success), the manufacturer can insist 
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in its contracts with the renegade retailer on minimum resale prices above predatory 
levels. 

Other upstream strategies include refusing to deal with a suspected downstream 
predator, charging higher wholesale prices to the suspected predator than those 
charged to the predator's rivals (or otherwise giving the prey discounts on products 
and special assistance with retailing efforts), and threatening a downstream predator 
with maximum RPM or sales quotas if the downstream stage becomes 
monopolized.22 

While minimum RPM directly blocks a retailer's ability to sell below cost those 
items covered by RPM contracts, these other strategies raise the costs of attempted 
monopolization. Refusals to deal might do so in one of two ways. First, the 
manufacturer of the predatorially priced product might refuse to sell this product to 
the suspect retailer. The retailer must then find a less-desirable item to use in price 
predation. 23 Second, because a monopolist retailer harms several manufacturers, 
an individual manufacturer suspicious of a retailer's motives might pull its products 
even if this firm's products are not those on which the retailer is charging 
predatorially low prices. If the manufacturer's brand is important enough to the 
retail trade that any retailer not carrying this brand is at a substantial competitive 
disadvantage, then refusals to deal by this manufacturer can play an important role 
in policing against downstream monopolization. (I address below the ince1llives of 
upstream firms to police.) For example, if Coca-Cola believes that Kroger is a 
serious threat to monopolize grocery retailing in a particular (and appropriately 
defined) geographic market, then Coca-Cola could thresten to pull its products from 
Kroger if Kroger continues its monopolizing efforts. Coca-Cola may do so whether 
Kroger charges predatorially low retail prices on Coca-Cola products or on other 
items. 

~, 

t 
The same is true for price discrimination. Rather than refuse to deal, a 

manufacturer might charge higher wholesale prices to the monopolizing retailer. 
Rivals of the predator are thereby advantaged relative to the predator and are, hence, 
better able to survive a predatory price war. 

Finally, the threat of maximum RPM or sales quotas makes predation less 
attractive to retailers. Mwmum RPM or sales quotas can force a monopolist 
retailer to price competitively. Consequently, a retailer that succeeds in ousting 
rivals will be unable to recoup its predation losses through monopoly pricing. 
Predation, therefore, is less attractive as a business strategy to the extent that 
maximum RPM or sales quotas are available to manufacturers.24 

Of course, as suggested above, free-rider problems may well frustrate efforts 
by suppliers to police against downstream monopolization. I do not here investigate 
in full the details of market arrangements that promote downstream policing by 
manufacturers. I am content now to suggest the possibility, and to make a few 
general remarks. One obvious implication of this discussion is that a retailer who 
distributes exclusively one manufacturer's products is in no position to predatorially 
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price in a way antagonistic to the manufacturer's interest. If, say, an independently 
owned Texaco service station sought to monopolize the retail market for Texaco 
gasoline in a particular town, Texaco could quite easily thwart this retailer'. 
scheme.25 Free-rider problems do not here exist, and Texaco could be certain 
that whatever retaliation it takes against the retailer would have a substantial effect 
on the retailer's ability to successfully conduct business. 

But manufacturer policing against retailer monopolization becomes less effective 
with increases in the number of different manufacturers whose products are handled 
by a predatory retailer. The reason is twofold. First, free-rider problems might 
block policing efforts. Even if a manufacturer could effectively threaten to penalize 
a predatory retailer, efforts to free-ride on the policing efforts of other similarly 
situated manufacturers might block all policing efforts. Second, a manufacturer may 
have inadequate clout to punish a predatory retailer. When retailers carry the 
products of several manufacturers, only manufacturers whose goods are essential to 
retailing success have sufficient clout to police effectively against monopolizing 
efforts by retailers.26 A supermarket contractually bound to sell okra at a price 
no lower than invoice cost is unlikely to be dissuaded from pursuing its 
monopolizing ways. Io contrast, a supermarket contractually prohibited from 
charging a predatory price on Coca-Cola may well find that it cannot now as easily 
monopolize the retail grocery trade as it would were it able to sell Coca-Cola at 
predatorially low prices. 

A corollary of this second consideration is that policing by manufacturers is 
more likely when retail success depends upon being a "full-service" retailer - that 
is, when consumers punish retailers who do not carry consistently adequate stocks 
of a minimally wide range of retail goods. Io such situations, anyone manufacturer 
will more likely be able to stymie a retailer's predatory success by refusing to deal 
with a retailer (or by dealing only on unfavorable terms)27 . 

The retail pharmacy market seems to be especially of this type. Each major 
drug manufacturer is the exclusive producer of several patented drugs; failure of a 
retailer to carry anyone of these drugs might substantially disadvantage a retail 
pharmacy relative to its rivals. Although retail pharmacies in Faulkner County each 
carried the products of dozens of manufacturers, failure to stock one particular 
product from anyone of these manufacturers might exl'ose a pharmacy to serious 
market discipline: if a customer asks for, say, Suprax,28 and the pharmacy does 
not carry Suprax, this pharmacy may well suffer a substantial diminution of 
customer patronage if there is nO good substitute for Suprax produced by any other 
pharmaceutical manufacturer. Thus, the clout of each pharmaceutical supplier to 
police against retail monopolization is argusbly strong enough to render untenable 
any inference of predatory intent on the part of Wal-Mart. Putting aside other 
reasons why Wal-Mart's actions were not plausibly predatory, each drug 
manufacturer would plausibly have had incentives to police against monopolization 
of pharmaceutical retailing. 
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I assumed away, in the above discussion, existing antitrust prohibitions. Under 
a legal regime with no antitrust restrictions, it is possible in many circumstances 
and plausible in some - that policing by upstream suppliers against retailers will 
adequately thwart downstream monopolization attempts. Matters are different under 
the existing antitrust regime. While antitrust law does not now discourage all 
varieties of policing efforts - unilateral refusals to deal and sales quotas are 
examples of supplier strategies available under existing law - many other policing 
methods are illegal. For example, the proscription against both minimum and 
maximum RPM bloclcs what may well be the single most effective tool potentiaIl9' 
available to upstream suppliers to keep retail markets free of predators.2 

Similarly, the Clayton Act (as modified by Robinson-Patman) prevents suppliers 
from assisting with differentially lower wholesale prices the prey of a suspected 
retail predator. Indeed, Sherman Act §1 prohibitions against collusion may obstruct 
cooperation among suppliers to coordinate and share the costs of disciplining 
predatory retailers. Whatever benefits are served by existing antitrust laws must be 
weighed against these (as well as other, better-known)30 costs. 

3.3 Hovenkamp on Vertical Agreements 

The claim that firms at one stage of production might discipline monopolists at other 
stages is not new (e.g., Kleit and Coate (1993», although I am unaware of any 
argument that such discipline might obstruct predation. Typically, this claim is made 
in the context of a buyer with some monopsony power forcing down prices charged 
by a supplier garnering monopoly power through merger. If the buyer has 
substantial bargaining power, there is less need to worry about monopolization at the 
supply stage. A handful of recent antitrust decisions explicitly rely upon this insight 
to strike down attempts to block mergers. For example, in U.S. v. Country Lake 
Foods,31 a U.S. District Court refused to condemn a merger of fluid-milk 
processors. Although this merger resulted in high concentration among fluid-milk 
suppliers, the court focused on the fact that the three largest customers of these 
suppliers purchase 90 % of these suppliers' output of fluid milk. The court was 
persuaded by the defendant's claim that the dominance and sophistication of its 
buyers would stifle any attempt by the defendant to behave anticompetitively 
following the merger. 

A similar conclusion was reached in U. S. v. Syufy,32 although in this case 
a merger among buyers was challenged. In Syufy, Judge Alex Kozinski rebuffed the 
government's efforts to block a merger of u.s Vegas movie exhibitors. Judge 
Kozinski held that the substantial market power of movie producers is sufficient to 
check any monopoly power that might exist among u.s Vegas theaters. 

Hovenkamp challenges the logical bases of these rulings. After rightly pointing 
out that "[t]irms generally prefer neither to purchase from monopolists nor to sell 
to them," Hovenkamp argues -- contrary to Country Lake Foods, Syufy, and similar 
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rulings - that this fact does not imply that firms at one stage of production have 
incentives to destroy monopoly power at another. Hovenkamp's conclusion is 
inspired by the Coase Theorem, which "suggests that vertically related firms would 
prefer to share the profits of monopoly rather than to compete them away. 
Vertically related firms tend to make bargains that maximize joilll profits." 
(Hovenkamp (1991, 1371) (original emphasis).) Hovenkamp concludes from this 
fact that monopolist suppliers do not necessarily wish to sell to competitive retailers, 
and that monopolist buyers do not necessarily wish to purchase from competitive 
suppliers. Rather than eliminate monopoly power at stage n of the production 
process, a monopolist at stage m will allow the monopoly at stage n to persist if the 
monopolist at stage n shares its monopoly profits with the monopolist at stage m. 

Hovenkamp's conclusion is incorrect. Maximizing joint profits requires that 
all stages of the production process, save one, perform competitively. Although 
Hovenkamp correctly suggests that vertically related monopolists may have 
incentives to cooperate, such cooperation will result in one or the other pricing 
competitively. Failure to cooperate in this way among vertically related monopolists 
- or failure of one monopolist to compel the other to behave competitively - results 
in the "double marginalization" problem. When two or more vertically related firms 
each skim off monopoly profits, each taking the outputs and demands of all other 
vertically related firms as given, aggregate monopoly profits in this industry are 
lower than if only one stage of the production process behaves monopolistically.33 

Of course, competitors as well as monopolists want their vertically related 
brethren to behave competitively. But unfortunately for firms in competitive 
industries, free-rider problems may prohibit them from challenging the exercise of 
monopoly power by a buyer or supplier. In contrast, firms with monopoly power 
have not only unsullied interests in the competitive behavior of each of their 
vertically related firms, they also are more likely than competitors to possess 
effective means of forcing vertically related firms to behave competitively. 

One or the other of two vertically related monopolists might, with sufficient 
bargaining skills, force the other to behave competitively. Ifno one firm can prevail 
on the other to behave competitively, a vertical merger may result.34 In either 
case, vertically related monopolists have both the incentive and the ability to solve 
the double-marginaIization problem by getting rid of monopoly effects at all but one 
stage of production. 

3.4 'Predatory'versus 'Non-predatory' Prices 

Until now, I have not questioned the use of some measure of cost (e.g., AVe) to 
distinguish predatory from non-predatory prices. However, cost-based distinctions, 
most notably the Areeda-Turner test, are biased in favor of false-positive findings
- i.e., falsely identifying low prices as predatory prices.35 
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A price is predalnry if it is reasonably intended In secure a monopoly. But the 
symptoms of predation are strikingly similar In those of healthy competition. To 
relieve courts of the impossible task of divining defeodants' intent, Areeda-Tumer 
(1975) constructed a cost-based test that allegedly offers courts an objective way In 
identify predation. Under the Areeda-Tumer test, prices above average lntal cost 
(ATe) are per se legal, prices lower than ATe but not below AVe are 
presumptively non-predalnry, and prices below AVe are presumptively predalnry. 

While the Areeda-Tumer test improved courts' treatment of predation claims 
by abifting attention away from belligerent language often found in internal company 
memoranda (Elzinga and Mills (1994», this test is fundamentally flawed. The legal 
treatment of predation would be further improved if aU pricing practices were per 
se legal. No one should bave stsnding In sue for predation based upon a defeodant's 
low prices. The reasons are fourfold: (1) misidentifying competitively low prices 
as predalnry chills competitive behavior; (2) costs are inherently difficult In measure 
because they are only imperfectly proxied by accounting data;36 (3) firms will 
almost never pursue monopolization through below-cost pricing; and (4) the 
relationship between price and cost at any moment says nothing about predalnry 
intent or likelihood of predatory success. 

The first two reasons are widely recognized and will not be discuased further. 
Although much has been written about the third reason (Easterbrook (1981a», sti1I 
more can be said. But saying more requires first an understsnding of the fourth 
reason - that is, why the relationship between price and cost yields no information 
about predatory intent. 

The Areeda-Tumer test rests squarely on the belief that P <Ave conveys 
relevant information about the firm's predatory design. The reason P < AVe is 
believed In announce clearly a firm's predalnry design is that such a price causes 
lWllecessary losses for the firm and, hence, "is not a reasonable way for a firm In 
increase profits - unless the increase is the present value of fulnre monopoly 
pricing" (Hovenkamp (1985, 173». Because a firm in conventional partial
equilibrium price theory has no good reason In charge prices below A V C, a firm 
observed charging such a price must be doing something other than maximizing 
profits. That something is concluded In be attempted monopolization.37 

This conclusion (of a type pln1osopbers label "the fallacy of the residual") is 
invalid. Due In its unavoidably limited scope, the partial-eqoilibrium model defInes 
only a limited number of profit-maximizing reasons for firms In reduce prices, and 
no reasons at all for " firm to cut prices below cost. But it does not necessarily 
follow that an observed price decrease, inexplicable within the model on profit
maximizing grounds, is predatory. Predation is only one among several possible 
residual explanations for an observed reduction in price below AVe. 38 

The conventional model upon which Areeda-Tumer relies is designed In explain 
pricing and output decisions by .firms producing given products In satisfy £iven 
demands within the confines of well-defined and £iven constraints on re8O~, 
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knowledge, and production techniques. Among the real-world phenomena this model 
cannot explain are firms' product-selection and marketing decisions. Product
selection choices are anslytically prior In the model, while marketing decisiollll are 
implicit! y as';umed In be lWllecess&ry (because consumer demand for the industry 
output is exogenous In the model). However, in reality firms must decide which 
kinds and qualities of products to produce as well as how In market these products. 
If pricing decisions are often part of a firm's prnduct-development and marketing 
plan, prices below conventionally measured costs are not Validly classified as 
predatory simply because the conventional model has no room fur such pricing 
practices. Such prices may be a legitimate investment in marketing. 

For example, a firm may decide that if it can lnday build up strong and Iong
lasting consumer loyalty, constroction lnmorrow of a larger and more efficient 
faclnry will be justified. But how In get the required consumer loyalty? One way 
might be In charge, for a time, prices below AVe. Or, as was probably true for 
Wal-Mart, a firm can charge prices below A VC on some products in an attempt In 
strengthen consumer loyalty as well as In increase current cuslnmer flow through its 
alnres. 

Under the Areeda-Tumer test, such prices are predalnry. However, suppose 
the firm seeks In engender consumer loyalty by some means other than pricing below 
AVe, such as by spending extra funds training sales clerks In be singularly hiendly 
and knowledgeable. There is no economically relevant difference between these 
alternative means of building consumer loyalty.39 In both cases, the firm "loses" 
money lnday in the hopes of recouping these "losses" lnmorrow. Also in both cases, 
rivals are harmed if the firm succeeds; in both cases, rivals may go out of business 
allngethor. And yet predation is declared only when a firm charges price below 
A V C. If training sales clerks is regarded as a healthy competitive exercise, it is not 
clear why pricing below Ave is undesirable: both investments help the firm, harm 
rivals, and benefit consumers (at least until the firm becomes a monopolist). 
Because the Areeda-Tumer test ignores possible efficiency justifications for prices 
below Ave, it lno quickly labels all such prices as predalnry. 

None of the foregoing denies that. firm's pricing practices can ruin rivals and 
leave the firm with a monopoly. But it does point out not only that prices below 
AVe are an investment, but that these investments differ in no fundamentsl way 
from other investments that attract corurumers at the expense of rivals. Pricing 
below cost is a particnlar form of investment, and nothing in the conventional model 
suggests that investments in the form of prices below A VC are any more (or less) 
likely than other investments In generate monopolized markets. A gemtine theory 
of predation must plausibly distingnish investments likely In generate welfare
reducing monopolies from investments unlikely In do so. Focus on the Ielationship 
of price In cost does not adequstely distingnish predalnry from nonpredatory 
investments~ 
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There are, though, seveml well-known reasons for doubting that predation ever 
takes the form of below-(:ost pricing (Easterbrook (1981.». To these well-known 
reasons, I add others suggested by the realization thet a would-be predator typically 
has available investment opportunities thet can substitote for beIow-<:oS! pricing as 
a means of harming rivals. Given that a predator can harm rivals on numerous nOD
price margins, there is reason to be skeptical that an aspiriog monopolist will charge 
prices below cost as a means of monopolizing a market. 

Consider the advantages of harming rivals on non-price margins (say, by 
offering higher product quality) relative to predatory pricing: 

(1) Non-price improvements are more difficult than price cuts for rivals to 
n:u.n:u.c. What can be easier to imitate than a price cut? No special sk:ilIs, 
organizatioual sophistication, or technical know-how is required to lower prices. 
Rivals need to know only how to read numbers. In contrast, matching an increase 
in product quality or an improvement in production or distribution techniques 
inevitably requires some skill on the part of rivals. Indeed, while the dullest rival 
will have no trouble mimicking a price cut, some rivals mighl never be able to 
mimic a non-price cbange. 

(2) Non-price improvements take more time to mimic thm do price cuts. The 
longer il takes for rivals to mimic a predator, the greater are rivals' losses duzing 
the period of predation. Thus, exit of rivals in the face of non-price predation will 
be more sure and more quick than in the f""e of price predation (under which rivals 
can quickly, certainly, and precisely mimic the predatory tactic). Also, re-entry into 
the monopo1ized industry will be slower under non-price predation. Because rivals 
are, by hypothesis, as efficient as the predator, only a genuine non-price 
improvement has my cbance of giving the predator a durable advantage over rival. 
- an advantage that not only is difficult or impossible to mimic today, but may be 
difficult or impossible to mimic in the future. 

(3) Non-price improvements might yield profits to the predator even before 
rivals are run out of the iodustry. An improvement in product quality by a predator 
migbt increase consumer demands for the predator's output so substantially that the 
predator recovers all costs of product improvement even before all rivals are driven 
from the industry. No such profits are available during predatory price wars. 
Moreover, the future demand for the product may be higher when the predator 
improves the quality of its product than when the predator simply charges below~t 
prices. 

In short, if there is predation, it will typically not take the form of easy-to
mimic price cuts. Savvy predators will likely choose non-price predatory tactiC8. 
'This fact does not mean that courts should search more earnestly for instances of 
non-price predation. Questions of the real-world likelihood of predation and of the 
ability of courts to police against it are 8eparnte from the question of the form 
predation will take if and when it occurs. All I argue here is that if predation ever 
occurs, it will likely be in non-price form. 40 Determining the kinds of activities 
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Ihst constitute predation, and _ing their likelihood of success along with the 
prospects of policing against such predation, are matters for another investigation. 

4. Conclusion 

Economics provides Iittlejustificationfor the suit alleging thet Wal-Mart's low prices 
were part of a predatory scheme to monopolize pharmaceutical retailing in Faulkner 
County, Arkansas. The traditional argument pointing to the futility of predatory 
pricing applies in this case: ifWal-Mart priced predatorially, continued competition 
from Kroger and other pharmacies (including mail-order pharmacies) would have 
assured th.t Wal-Mart's losses would have swamped any future monopoly profits. 
Less familiar arguments, however, also support the Arkansas Supreme Court's ruling 
that Wal-Mart was not, in fact, engaged in predatory behavior. Because suppliers 
of pharmaceuticals have an interest in competition among phannaceutical retailers, 
these suppliers might have policed against any genuinely predatory attempts by WaI
Mart. Failure of these suppliers to discipline Wal-Mart (or even to compIainabout 
Wal-Mart's retailing practices) suggests, though it does not prove, that Wal-Mart 
was in fact nOI behaving in a way that promoted monopolization. 

Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell if poliCing by pharmaceutical 
manufactorers against a predatory Wal-Mart would have ensued. More needs to be 
known about the effects of the number of suppliers, the role of brand names, an.d the 
effects of different varieties of distribution contracts before We can identify with 
some assurance wheD suppliers will, and when they will not, actively and effectively 
police against predation attempts by retailers. But the possibility of policing by 
suppliers exists. It is one that stodsnts of antitrust ought to investigate.. The fruits 
of such investigation may well prove useful to courts in future predation cues. 
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39. Or, if there is an cconoroio;:al1y relevant differe~ between theae two mean.a, thla difference it not 

exposed by the convontionalmodel withjn Which predatory pricing ill analyzed. Again. bclo'llt"«:M pricing 
within the modeJ: ia read u evidence of predation for no Ml80n other than that below-(:o" pricing iI 
~j&tenz. with WrtlUil of profil-maJtimizing bchaviora identified within the model. Moreovct~ even if 
predation Were the only reuon a real-world firm would ever charge priCCI below A VC, nothing in the 
conventional model augpsls that below~oat pricing il more or le.alikely than other fonna of inVCltmcnLI 
(e.g .• product-quatity improvements) to result jn monopolies • 

40. For the record, I do not. believe that non-price predation, appropriate.ly defined. ocQUra with any 
&cqueno;:y in reality. My intuition il buutesscd by the recent retcarch of Lopatka and Kleit (199S)~ 
Moreover. to the extent that non"Pr1ce predation docl tlICO;:Ut, traditional tort. eonuact, and o;:riminal....w 
n:mcdie. are adequate. to combat it. 
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